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Your house is wired with a series of circuits that are controlled by 
circuit breakers in the electric panel. Homes typically have mostly 
15- and 20-amp circuits though a few items like furnaces, hot 
water heaters, and ovens may require more power.

The number of outlets and lights on a single circuit is normally 
determined by the peak load that may be placed at any one 
time. There may be quite a few bedroom outlets that comprise 
a single circuit with a 15-amp breaker, but the microwave outlet 
might have a 15-amp circuit to itself. Other aspects of your 
home’s electric panel include:

•	 Cover: Inside the door of the electric panel is a cover that 
serves to protect you from the live voltage contained in the 
box. The fronts of the breakers are exposed so they can 
be flipped on and off as needed. Under no circumstances 
should DIYers ever remove the panel’s cover -- this is a job 
for a trained electrician.

How much do you really know about your home’s main electric 
panel? Many homeowners know where their panel is located and 
that there are breakers that might occasionally flip off inside, but 
other than that, not a whole lot.

That’s actually a good thing. Working on and around the panel 
can be very dangerous and should only be done by a licensed 
electrician. However, learning a little more about your main 
electric panel can help with planning DIY projects and may even 
contribute to reducing their costs.

Your Home’s Electric Panel

A home’s electric panel is normally placed on an outside wall 
as that’s where the electric company connects the service and 
places the meter that measures how much power is used each 
month. The primary line that runs from the service connection is 
very large and expensive so electricians try to keep the panel as 
close to the service as possible.
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•	 Labels: All breakers in the box should be marked with which 
circuits they control, such as bedroom outlets, furnaces, and 
family room outlets. This is so there is no confusion if power 
needs to be shut off quickly or a circuit needs to be closed 
while work is taking place. The electrical contractor who 
wired the house should have done the labeling, and their 
address and phone number should also be in the box.

•	 Main breaker: There should be a breaker in the box that’s 
larger than all the others that’s marked “main.” This breaker 
immediately cuts off all power to the home when flipped to 
the off position.

•	 Flipped breakers: When a breaker flips to the off position, 
it usually means that the circuit is overloaded. If this happens 
when using an appliance such as a vacuum cleaner, turn off 
something that is also using electricity on the same circuit. 
Another solution is to simply plug the vacuum into an outlet 
on another circuit. If a breaker starts flipping to off when 
nothing out of the ordinary seems to be using power, it’s 
time to call an electrician. It could be a problem with the 
circuit or it might just be a breaker that has stopped working 
properly.

•	 GFCI circuits: Electrical Code requires that some areas 
of a home be on Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter circuits. 
These circuits are much more sensitive to changes in 
voltage and shut off quickly if there is any variation. Outlets 
in bathrooms, above kitchen counter tops, in garages, in 
exterior locations, and any other places where moisture may 
be encountered are usually required to be on GFCI circuits.

The two most important things to remember about your 
electrical panel box when doing projects around the home are 
the location of the main breaker cut-off and that you should 
never remove the cover.

DIY Projects and your Electric Panel

When planning a DIY remodeling project, keep in mind that 
adding outlets is not always an easy or inexpensive task. If 
the nearest circuit has room for additional outlets, then the 
electrician can usually just tie into an existing outlet or light box 
and there may not even be a drywall repair.

Unfortunately, this isn’t always possible and a new circuit has 
to be installed. Depending on how far away the project is 
from the electric panel and whether there’s room in the box 
for another breaker, this may be somewhat costly and almost 
always necessitates some wall repairs. It usually pays to have an 
electrician inspect your electric panel and circuits when planning 
any remodel.


